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SMA Rule 2 - Consolidated Arbitration by Patrick V. Martin
It is well established that arbitration is a matter of contract and that a company
cannot be required to submit to arbitration disputes arising under a contract to which
it is not a party. It follows, that the company cannot be forced to participate in a
consolidated arbitration unless it has agreed to do so in the charter agreement or in
instances where the rules of The Society of Maritime Arbitrators are incorporated by
reference. Rule 2 provides for a consolidated arbitration proceedings. The ensuing
disputes resulting from a recent casualty involving an allision between a vessel and a
dock illustrates the reach of the SMA Rule 2.
The vessel KING FRASIER was discharging her cargo at Buenaventura when
she began moving aft along the discharging berth. The docking lines began to part.
Eventually she struck another vessel, the MALMO, and a shore side discharging
hopper causing extensive damages to the MALMO and the berth.
At the time of this incident the KING FRASIER was performing under various
contracts. The owner had time chartered the vessel to Western Bulk Carriers
(WBC), who in turn relet her to Bunge (the time charterers). Bunge had a contract of
affreightment with Contegral. There were also part cargoes on board for other
charterers which did not incorporate any arbitration clause. The Owner claimed
damages against WBC who made a claim for indemnity against Pantheon (the
second time charterer) who denied any liability. The indemnity claim was passed
down the chain.
The disputes under the two time charters were subject to London arbitration and
proceedings are on going there. The WBC/Bunge and the Bunge/Contegral charters
incorporated the SMA Rules. WBC duly appointed an arbitrator (and counsel) as did
Bunge and Contegral. Eventually two panels were formed. Bunge, the party in the
middle, sought consolidation. WBC agreed, but Contegral refused.
Under the SMA Rules, the issue was submitted to the president of the SMA for
determination. Contegral argued that consolidation was not appropriate. It pointed
out that the head time charters provided for English law and arbitration, and, there

were at least six other sub-charters for part cargoes which did not incorporate SMA
Rules and therefore could not be compelled to join in the consolidated arbitration.
Lastly, there were slight differences in the wording of the safe port/safe berth clause.
Bunge argued that consolidation was appropriate because it would save time and
expense and, more importantly, would prevent inconsistent awards being made by
two separate panels.
Mr. Warfield, SMA President, after reviewing the arguments and submissions
made the following comments and statements: First, the fact that the time charters
provided for English law and arbitration was not an impediment to arbitration in New
York under United States law as that was the agreement of the parties. Despite
minor differences in safe berth/safe port clauses, Mr. Warfield determined that
experienced arbitrators would be able to work through the differences. Second, the
fact that contracts up the chain are subject to London arbitration and some of the
contracts down the chain do not contain an arbitration clause are not impediments to
consolidating proceedings where the contracts have incorporated SMA Rules. Third,
the overriding concern, two separate panels would increase costs to the parties and
create the potential for inconsistent awards were the paramount considerations in
ordering consolidation of the disputes in one arbitration proceeding. Mr. Warfield
therefore granted Bunge’s request for an order of consolidation before a panel of the
three party appointed arbitrators.
Brokers should be familiar with this Rule when negotiating a fixture and should
seek instruction from his principal before agreeing to arbitrate disputes arising under
charters to which the principal is not a party. In my experience, very few brokers are
aware of the SMA arbitration rules and, in particular, Rule 2. SMA Arbitration rules
are available for your review on their website: www.smany.org

OFAC SEMINAR & DINNER
Monday, June 13th at 6:30 PM
Hilton Stamford, CT
- Up to two member representatives at no charge Submit your questions regarding trading with Cuba and/or Iran
by Monday, May 23

Don't miss this opportunity to get the facts from the source!

GOLF OUTING
Hosted May 5th at the New York Country Club - New Hempstead, NY
First Place Team - Moran Towing Foursome
Coleman Davis, John Black, Adam Van Etten & John Dauro

Second Place Team
True North Foursome
Bill Hirschfeld, James Amiss,
Drew Balshi & Joe Garin

Third Place Team
Bulk Fleet Foursome
Telly Zikopoulos, Bryan Cardona,
Pat Krebs & Ignacio Cardona

Marygrace Collins, Karl Munson
& Mark LaFrankie

Brian Rudolph, Telly Zikopoulos
& Dick Rudolph

ASBA BALTIC
Hosted on March 21st at Hudson Grille in Stamford, CT

James Pendered, Robin King, Jeremy Penn, Paul Hirtle,
Jeanne Cardona, Marygrace Collins & Milind Trilokekar

David Gilmartin,
Robin van Wyngaarden,
Mads Dalgaard, Ivan Voorbev
and Stephen Fletcher

Dennis Kelly, Ananda Coppeto
and James Pendered

Arthur Savage and Kelsey Host

Gabe Ornaf, Larry Cosgriff
and Soren Wolmar

YSBA LUNCH
Hosted April 22nd at Quattro Pazzi in Stamford, CT
Tina Jacob, Serene Sim Soo Ying, Steve Solis,
Speaker - Boriana Farrar - American Steamship Owners Mutual P & I Association
Shady Mostaga and Christopher Gutierrez

YSBA PAINTBALL
Hosted March 4th - Indoor Extreme Sports, Long Island City
KNEELING from left: Claus Clement, Andrew Swan, Hara Tsarouhas, Axel Ditlev-Simonsen,
Jess Dilorenzo, Oliver Repenning, Mira Saarikko, Scott Brown & Will Stocker

STANDING from left: David Peraza, Joe Buffolino, John Grubb, Jesse Deboer, Peter Saita,
Lucas Marione, Ivan Vorobev, James Buttafuoco, James Nelsen & Marcello Cestedo

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
check out website for more event details

www.asba.org

June 13

OFAC Seminar - Hilton

June 16

WGMA/ASBA

August

YSBA Yankee Game - TBD

September 28-30

ASBA Annual Cargo Conference

November 14

ASBA Holiday Social

- Lunch with Guest Speaker - Houston, TX

- Miami Beach

BIMCO Gencon 94 - Clause 6(c) Clarification
BIMCO provided clarification of Clause 6(c) following a recent inquiry from a member
Commencement of Laytime (loading & discharging)
"As it follows from the printed text, it operates with two different situations; one in
which the vessel proceeds straight into berth and one where the vessel has to wait
for berth (for example, because of congestion). It should be kept in mind that Clause
6(c) does not make it a prerequisite for tendering notice of readiness (NOR) that the

vessel has obtained free pratique or has been customs cleared. The draftsmen
probably envisaged that if the vessel proceeds straight to berth in the ordinary
berthing sequence at the particular port, it would come to rest at the berth, tender the
NOR and in the course of the free time triggered on giving NOR, the vessel would be
customs cleared at some pint in time during the free time.
Customs clearance is a matter of either/or: either the vessel obtains customs
clearance or it is quarantined. As indicated above, there is no contractual
requirement that the vessel be customs cleared so as to tender a valid NOR. Hence,
in a situation such as the one envisaged above, the free time would run unabated
from when the notice was given. If, however, Customs would quarantine the vessel,
then the charterers may argue that the notice given was not valid and thus demand a
fresh, valid notice. Conversely, if the vessel does obtain customs clearance this
proves that the vessel was in the condition it was required to be in at the time the
notice was tendered by the master and, hence, the notice was valid. There is
nothing in the printed text of Clause 6(c) which would support the view that
charterers are entitled to suspend counting of laytime until customs clearance has
been obtained. Hence, so long as the vessel is in a contractual state and does not
obtain customs clearance as a matter of routine, running of laytime is not affected.

ITIC Warning - FRADULENT EMAIL Scheme
We have previously informed members of attempts by criminals to divert
disbursements to a fake bank account where the owner will have received an email
advising that the agent's bank account has been changed and details of a different
account are provided. The fraudsters' email comes from an email address very
similar to the agent's email address. If not verified by the owner via PHONE (not by
email reply), and money is sent to fraudulent account there is little chance to retrieve
it.
A recent version of this type of fraud reverses the situation. Rather than trying to
divert payment being made by the owner, they are now attempting to get the agent to
send them money. An example of this; owners sent a message to their port agents
advising of "cash to master" payments they are going to send to the agent's account
for delivery to the ship. The money is received but almost immediately upon receipt
the agent receives a message saying that the payments are not required and could
the agent return the funds. The message includes the account details for repayment.
If the agent does not verify the request by PHONE (not by email reply) the money will
be lost.
ITIC anticipates that members will see more of this type of fraud attempt in the
future. SO PLEASE BE AWARE!

ASBA Annual Cargo Conference

ASBA Annual Cargo Conference
EDEN ROC - MIAMI BEACH
September 28 - 30, 2016
Registration Form Link

Confirmed Speakers
Dr. Arlie Sterling - Marsoft, Inc.
David Hodory - The David J. Joseph Company
Jan-Willem van den Dijssel – Cargill Ocean Transportation

♦
2016 Sponsors to date
Blue Water Shipping Company
Chembulk Tankers
Crescent Towing
Foss Maritime
Glander International Bunkering
T. Parker Host, Inc.
Inchcape Shipping Services
L & R Midland, Inc.

Monjasa Inc.
Moran Shipping Agencies, Inc.
Navig8
Nord-Sud Shipping, Inc.
Norton Lilly International
Port of Pensacola
Poten & Partners, Inc.
Selinger Group
Transmarine Navigation Corp.

Media Sponsors
The Maritime Executive
TradeWinds

WELCOME NEW
AFFILIATE MEMBER

MEMBERS
ON THE MOVE
North Harbour Shipping LLC

Building Blocks Shipping LLC
As Agents for Siva Bulk

1460 Broadway, Suite 4035
New York, NY 10036
Tel: 646-837-0538
Email: mey@sivabulk.com
Website: www.sivashipping.com

6459 Warwick Avenue
Naples, FL 34113
Operations:
625 Middle Country Rd., Ste. 110
Coram, NY 11727
Tel: 631-754-3887
nhs@northharbourshipping.com
www.northharbourshipping.com
Pacific Rim Shipbrokers, Inc.

-------------------------------------------

IN MEMORIAM
Robert W. Tyd, Sr

425 Ericksen Avenue NE
Suite 230
Bainbridge Island, WA 98111
Tel: 206-780-1575
Fax: 206-780-1554
shipbrokers@pacrimfix.com
Website: www.pacrimfix.com
Principal Maritime
Management, LLC

1720 Post Road East, Suite 221
Westport, CT 06880
Tel: 203-292-9580
Email: chartering@
principalmaritime.com
Website: www.princimar.com

Michael J. Ogle of Norton Lilly International and Past ASBA President was
elected President of CIANAM, the Americas Group of FONASBA, at the 2016 Annual
Meeting hosted May 9 & 10 in Asuncion, Paraguay. Mike is the first president from
the United States and will serve a two year term. Member countries include:
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru,
Uruguay and Venezuela.

Argosy Transportation Group (ATG) Celebrates its 20th Anniversary.
As part of their 20th anniversary celebration, Argosy is sponsoring various professional events, and contributing
toward initiatives in education within the maritime industry. Argosy appreciates the importance of investing in young
professionals, and they remain committed to developing a platform for the future of the industry.

Argosy’s commitment to trust and performance in transit is evidenced by its 20year history. Argosy can trace its
roots back to 1996 when Argosy Shipping was established by Rider Griswold, moving their first 76ton shipment
from Antwerp to Houston. At the time, the westgulf had urgent need for a brokerage firm that could provide multi
purpose ships to projectcargo owners, and to the freight forwarding community. Argosy Shipping spearheaded the
way, enabling freight forwarders to charter ships by offering industry leading contractual, and operational chartering
services.
During the following 20 years, Argosy evolved from a shipping brokerage firm, to becoming a diversified maritime
transportation and logistics company. Now operating three main divisions: barging, shipping, and technical services,
Argosy ensures that their clients receive industry leading, customized, and competitive solutions, both domestically
and internationally.
About Argosy Transportation Group
Argosy Transportation Group is a maritime transportation company specializing in moving breakbulk, heavylift, and
projectcargo. Based in Houston, Texas, Argosy operates three main divisions: barging, shipping, and technical
services. By combining their network of worldwide agents and strategic alliances, Argosy provides cost effective
solutions for projects ranging from the Gulf Coast to the U.S. inland river system, as well as internationally.
Contact
+1 713 668 3388
www.argosytg.com

Congratulation
Students!
Shipbroking & Chartered
Vessel Operations
Yousry S. Bekhit
John Dauro
Summer C. Escajeda
James Nguyen
Federico C. W. Sierra
JohnPatrick Simpson
Anna Thompson
Basic Principles of
Chartering
Daniel James
Business of Shipping II
Jose R. Iraheta Vega
Timothy A. Mahr
Herberth R. Quezada A.
Jose S. Velez Guillen

Commercial Trade
Transactions
Younes Ajana
William Davis
Philipp M. Martens
Christopher G. Rocha
Lawren Wolf

As information: Chinsay Revises Pricing Scheme
Fixtures where none of the counterparties are subscribing Chinsay Members
will be FREE of Charge.
Transaction Pricing has been revised and is now based on time or voyage
charter, vessel type/cargo and follows the market via a link to indexes
published by the Baltic Exchange.
Volume discount model enables up to 30% discount and includes "free"
fixtures.
ASBA members continue to enjoy an additional 20% discount.
Full details available at www.chinsay.com
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